
 

 
Google Drive and eShare File Sharing Comparison 

 
 
Loyola provides two environments for document sharing and collaboration:  Google 
Drive and eShare.  Key differences between the environments are outlined in the table 
below.   
 

  Google Drive eShare 

VPN required No Yes 

access methods Web Browser/Mobile Apps Windows File Explore/Mac SMB Drive 

who can access Entire Loyola Community Loyola Faculty and Staff 

user-controlled file and 
folder sharing 

Users can share content with 
anyone inside or outside Loyola 

Users can share content with fellow group 
members in departmental folders 

software requirements Browser Microsoft Office or other desktop software 

PHI data permitted No No 

PII data permitted No Yes 

user account creation Automatic Upon request 

folder structure Flat Hierarchical 

permission control User Managed Administratively Managed 

permission settings Individual file or drive level 
Based on group membership/role 

Permissions cascade across folders and files 

default access Your own content Departmental Folders upon Account Creation 

availability in disaster Not impacted by disaster Within 72 hours 

 
 
In general, Google Drive is a more open, cloud-based platform that allows for document 
sharing and collaboration across the community, including faculty, staff, students, and 
outside affiliates.  Users control access to their own content or team content.  The folder 
structure is flat and permissions are assigned at the individual file or drive level.  PII 
(personally identifiable information) data, such as Social Security Numbers, is not 
permitted, and the Google Drive platform is audited for such content.   
 
The eShare system is a more controlled, on premise file sharing server accessible to 
faculty and staff only.  User access is administratively managed and generally assigned 
by departmental group membership or university role.  The folder structure is 
hierarchical and permissions can cascade through the folder hierarchy at the point of 
assignment or can be managed with more granularity. 
 
Choosing which platform to store and share your data on depends upon its nature and 
structure, how you wish to access the content, and with whom you wish to share the 
content and manage permissions.  Still have questions about which platform to choose?  
Information Technology can assist you with an assessment of your storage and 
collaboration needs and provide a recommendation.   
 

http://academicaffairs.loyno.edu/infotech/security-policy-and-guidelines#Information%20Classifications
http://academicaffairs.loyno.edu/infotech/security-policy-and-guidelines#Information%20Classifications

